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Notes : (i) Answer any live questions.

/ii,/ The Iigures in ttre right-hand margn indicate full marks for the questions.

1. Answer all questions : 4x5=2O

lLr029

(o) tt u=tn't--t, show that ,!*vY=sin2U.x-g cx oa

/bi Evaluate Aa(ed).

(c) I-eI a- alld 9=

2

t234
1342

t234
2341 ) be two permutation of order 4. Show

tlat 0p * p0

(d) lf a,9, y are the roots of the equation x3 +p*+q=O, find the value of

r11

-+-+-
ct+P P+1 'y+o

fel Evaluate rli*
1

I - cosec x

2. Write short notes on the following

fal Compact set

lbJ Bayes' ttreorem

(c) Lireu Programming Problem (LPP)

(d/ Riemann integrable tunction

I

4x5=2O

IIJo

SEAL

129

fei Arla-lytic function
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3. Answer oll questions

4. Answer all questions :

fal Solve 17 + y2ldx = (tan-l g - x)dg

1al Show lhral W = \lx, g, zJlx-3g + 4z = 0) is a subspace of lRs over the held of
real number.

(b/ Show that the semi-vertical algle of a cone of maxirnum volume and given

slant height, is tan-r J7.

1cl Firrd the area common to t}re circle ,2 * 92 = 4 and ellipse x2 + 4g2 = 9

(d) Prove that the set of all nth roots of unity forms a hnite Abelian group of order
n with respect to multiplication.

5x4=20

5x4=20

5x4=20

&J Show that the tunction ulx, g) = 2x + 93 - 3*g
conjugate harmonic function u \x, A) artd the
tunction /(z).

is harmonic. Find its
correspondilg alalytic

fcl A student obtained the mearr ald starldard deviation of 10O observations are
40 alld 5 respectively. It was later discovered tl.at he had wrongly copied
doqrn al observation as 50 instead of 40. Calculate the correct mea-n ald
standard deviation.

(d) Evdtaate f dx
1+ x: by using Simpson's f rule.

5. Answer all questions :

(a) lf g.c-d,- of 7 and z is 1, then prove that 116 - I is divisible by 7

@/ By using Newton's forward formula, hnd the value of f lxJ at x = 2 I from
following data :

x:O2468
flA : -l 13 43 89 ls1

fc, State arrd prove Lagrange's theorem

(di Find tlre va.lue of ). so tl1at the equation 2x2 + xg-g2 -llx-Sy+i=O may
represent a pair of straight lines.
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6. (a/ Find the equations to the pair of lines through ttre origin a:rd perpendicular
to the pair of lines ax2 + 2hxg + bg2 = O.

/b./ Find ttre equation of sphere passing through the four points (1, 2, 3),
10, -2,4]r, 14,4,2) and (3, 1, 4).

1'c/ Use Green's t-heorem to evaluate J. [(V - sin xlax + cos x d.g), where C is the

triangle enclosed by the lines y= O, *=| 
^oa 

g=T

7. (a) Use elementarJ, row trarsformation to compute the inverse of the matrix

(b) lf f atd 9 are two Riemann integrable i:nctlons on lo" bl, then show
l}:at f + g is a-lso Riemann integrable on [a b].

/c,) Find the maxima and minima of the function

f (x, g\= x3 + y3 -3x-t2g+2Q
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lot2tl 2 3

l.r,

5

10

5

5

10

8 (a/ Evaluate the integal

- -2 -1.fi ''- d.z.C'.lzl=ltE -ta- 1\ 5

fbi A dietician has to develop a specia-l diet using two foods Pard Q. Each packet
(contajning 30 g) of food P contains 12 units of calcir-rm, 4 units of iron,
6 units of cholesterol and 6 units of vita.rnin A- Each packet of the same
quantity of food Q contains 3 units of ca.lcium, 20 units of iron, 4 units of
cholesterol and 3 units of vitamin A. The diet requtes at least 24O units of
calcir.rm, at least 460 units of iron and at most 300 units of cholesterol.
How many packets of each food should be used to minimise ttre amount of
vitarnin A in the diet? What is the minimum arnount of vitamirr A? 10+5=15
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